
Ithaca College, The Autumn of 2016 
 

SYLLABUS: ICSM 10578-01 Punk and the Making of Self [24206] 
 

Class Info 
 

Where and When: 3PM MWF Whalen 3106 & 12PM W Smiddy 325 
Who I Am: Professor Alex Reed; I prefer “Alex,” but will settle for “Professor Reed” or “Dr. Reed.”  Avoid “Mr. Reed.” 
Talk to Me: sreed@ithaca.edu / 352.278.4870 
Office Hours: MF 12:30-1:30, Whalen 3310 and by appointment  
Required Texts: to save money and paper, readings and listening will be given electronically; I will ask that you attend an 
event or two over the semester (mostly in the first weekend of November), which may cost money.  Most of the course 
materials are posted at http://salexanderreed.com/punk 
 

Overview 
 

In this seminar, students look through the lens of punk music and culture to explore how people create and communicate their 
identities.  Since the 1970s, punk has been an aggressive, opulent, and politically charged cultural force.  Having developed 
an anti-authority ethic and an abject aesthetic of music, fashion, and image, punk seeks to occupy an extreme, presenting a 
challenge to the ostensible goals of balance and moderation.  This class not only addresses punk music and culture from its 
classic UK/US context, but broadly explores personal and social practices of subculture and identity.  With an eye toward 
self-exploration, the class will learn about, creatively embody, and critique punk’s mandates as they inform past and present. 
 
In particular, 
 

1.) students will familiarize themselves with seminal works associated with the punk diaspora; 
 
2.) both broadly and specifically, students will explore, learn about, and creatively experience the DIY [“Do It 

Yourself”] aesthetics that punk developed in making music, art, and literature, culminating in a significant project 
that combines creativity, demonstration of knowledge, and clear argument; 

 
3.) through intensive writing and discussion, students will articulate, analyze, and sharply critique the belief systems that 

have given rise to punk music and culture, situating them in contexts of history, geography, economics, and identity; 
 
4.) students will explore not only punk’s most visible and audible effects on modern culture, but the role that subculture 

can play in individuals’ creation and social projection of physical, mental, and spiritual identity; 
 
5.) students will contextualize their own formation of identity—including their negotiation of life at Ithaca College—

within the larger histories of self-making that punk brings into focus. 
 
Many of the class’s Friday noon sessions are devoted to introducing students to the opportunities and resources that Ithaca 
College provides.  A lot of these are really neat, and can very seriously enrich your time here.  These are important sessions; 
attendance is expected.  
 

A Few Notes 
 

Please come to every class on time, sober, and ready to talk about the subject matter.  Participation is part of the final grade, 
and attendance is expected.  Every absence past your third knocks 1% off your final course grade.  You are responsible for 
the course material regardless of your attendance record.  And participate!  You’ve got a voice and a brain.  Use them in 
class. 
 
If you know you’ll be missing a class for an academically legitimate reason, let me know ahead of time with an email.   
 
If you need more time on an assignment, ask me for an extension via email BEFORE its due date.  Taking responsibility for 
yourself is part of punk ethics and it’s part of life.  Late work will be graded at a penalty and at my convenience. 

 
No laptops, tablets, or phones in this class, please.  Typing up handwritten class notes on your own time is a great way to 
internalize and learn them.  On the subject of technology, please check your Ithaca College email regularly.  I may send 
certain homework assignments, supplementary materials, and important announcements via email, and I expect that an email 
will be read within 12 hours of its being sent.  I sometimes ask you to print files (usually in .pdf format) in advance of class.   

 
One important part of punk’s history, aesthetics, and role in self-making is the idea of transgression.  In order to understand 
this, the class will at times deal with topics, images, and language that some might find ugly, upsetting, bizarre, or offensive.  



This broad advisement is given instead of trigger warnings about individual readings and recordings.  We will not shy away 
from such challenges, but bear in mind three things:  
 

1.) this course’s choice not to censor materials is not an endorsement of them; 
 
2.) when we discuss such topics in class and in our work, it is imperative that we are thoughtful, that we move beyond 

knee-jerk reactions, and above all, that we actively show respect to each other’s ideas and identities;  
 
3.) students are expected to complete all assignments and attend every meeting, but if during class any material causes 

excessive discomfort, it is fine to step out of the room for a few minutes.  
 

Academic Honesty 
 
Plagiarism means presenting someone else’s work—be it ideas, words, signatures, music, or analysis—as one’s own; it also 
includes self-plagiarism, which entails submitting prior existing work in response to a new class assignment. It and all other 
forms of cheating are absolutely forbidden. Don’t try it. Consequences for any such form of academic dishonesty will be 
administered swiftly, mercilessly, and dispassionately; they will almost certainly include earning an F for the course and may 
entail expulsion. Each students is solely responsible for her or his class performance, and as an extension of this, the details 
of any student’s work or grades cannot be discussed with parents, guardians, or fellow classmates.  If any of this is unclear, it 
is always better to ask ahead of time.  By remaining in class past the drop deadline, students accede to this policy 
unconditionally. 
 

About Grades 
 

The grading scheme for this class is given below.  If you want to get a high grade, earn it by putting in plenty of time and 
effort outside the classroom, learning and creatively exploring the material, and participating in the community of the class.  
That said, as a reflection of your ideas, work, comprehension, and growth, grades are imperfect and incomplete indicators.  
Let it be our goal that the skills, knowledges, and approaches covered in this class continue to serve you well long after 
anyone inquires about your transcript.  What you get out of this (and anything) is proportional to what you put into it. 
 

60%  — Zine Pages (18 pages; 15 worth 3 pts. apiece and 3 worth 5 pts. apiece)  
5%     — Project 1: Subculture Presentation 
10%  — Project 2: Midterm Paper 
15%  — Project 3: Final Paper 
5%  — YOUR CHOICE: either one big exhibition OR individual song presentations 
5%  — Community Participation 

 
At the semester’s end,  
 

               F < 60% 
  D– = 60% D = 63%  D+ = 67%   
  C– = 70% C = 73%  C+ = 77% 
  B– = 80% B = 83%  B+ = 87% 

A– = 90% A = 93% 
 
Stuff You Might Find Useful 
 

Student Accessibility Services 
Students requesting classroom accommodation must first register with Student Accessibility Services.  
110 Towers Concourse / (607) 274-1005 / http://www.ithaca.edu/sas/ 
 
Academic Advising Center 
130A Rothschild Place / (607) 274-1001 / http://www.ithaca.edu/advising/ 
 
Tutoring Services 
Walk-ins are welcome from 9 to 3; schedule appointments at tutoring@ithaca.edu 
110 Towers Concourse / (607) 274-3381 / http://www.ithaca.edu/tutoring/  
 
Muller Chapel (Interfaith) 
http://www.ithaca.edu/sacl/religious_communities/ 
 
Center for Counseling and Psychological Services 
Unlike most other offices, CAPS is not required to share information about sexual assault incidents. 
Lower Level of the Hammond Health Center / (607) 274-3136 / http://www.ithaca.edu/sacl/counseling/ 
 
Center for LGBT Education, Outreach, and Services 
Lower Level of the Hammond Health Center / (607) 274-7394 / http://www.ithaca.edu/sacl/lgbt/ 



AUTUMN	2016	CLASS	AND	ASSIGNMENT	SCHEDULE	FOR

PUNK	AND	THE	MAKING	OF	SELF
(subject	to	change	as	needed)

UNIT	1:	WHO	WE	ARE	AND	WHY	WE	LISTEN

8/24/2016
12PM
NO	MEETING

8/26/2016
3PM
IN	CLASS:	WHY	DO	WE	LISTEN	TO	MUSIC?	pt.	1	—	Billboard	#1
READING:	WILLIAMS	-	"EVERYONE	NEEDS	AN	ANTHEM"
DUE:	ZINE	PAGE	1—PERSONAL	SYLLABUS

3PM
IN	CLASS:	INTRODUCTION	TO	THE	COURSE	AND	EACH	OTHER

8/29/2016
3PM:	
IN	CLASS:	WHY	DO	WE	LISTEN	TO	MUSIC?	pt.	2	—	LAIBACH	and/or	PHARMAKON
READING:	ROLLINS	-	SELECTED	FRAGMENTS
DUE:	ZINE	PAGE	2—WHY	LISTEN	TO	NOISE?

8/31/2016
12PM
IN	CLASS:	WHAT	IS	THE	POINT	OF	DESCRIBING	OR	REVIEWING	MUSIC?

9/2/2016
3PM
IN	CLASS:	THOUGHTFUL	INTERVIEWING
DUE:	ZINE	PAGE	4—INTERVIEW	WITH	A	CLASSMATE

3PM
IN	CLASS:	WHY	DO	WE	LISTEN	TO	MUSIC?	pt.3	—	Blink-182
DUE:	ZINE	PAGE	3—DESCRIBE	A	PIECE	OF	MUSIC	IN	TERMS	OF	CAUSE	AND	EFFECT
EC:	INFO/FLYERS	FROM	3	INTERESTING	GROUPS	AT	STUDENT	ORGANIZATION	FAIR	
(8/31/2016,	10AM-3PM,	EMERSON	SUITES)

UNIT	2:	SUBCULTURES	BEFORE	AND	WITHIN	PUNK
9/5/2016
LABOR	DAY	—	NO	CLASS
(BUT	LOOK	UP	THE	HISTORY	OF	LABOR	DAY)

9/7/2016
12PM
COMMON	HOUR:	HONORS	PROGRAM	MEETING

9/9/2016
3PM
IN	CLASS:	SUBCULTURE	CASE	STUDY—RIOT	GRRRL	pt.	2
READING:	RIOT	GRRRL	COLLECTION	EXCERPTS;	HANNA	-	"ON	NOT	PLAYING	DEAD"
DUE:	ZINE	PAGE	5—HOW	DOES	LIVE	MUSIC	DIFFER	FROM	NOTATION	AND	RECORDING?

3PM
IN	CLASS:	SUBCULTURE	CASE	STUDY—RIOT	GRRRL	pt.	1
READING:		HANNA	-	RIOT	GRRRL	MANIFESTO;	MARCUS	-	"I	WAS	GOING	TO	BE	ONE	OF	
THEM"

9/12/2016
3PM
IN	CLASS:	SUBCULTURE	CASE	STUDY—RIOT	GRRRL	pt.	3
READING:	WALD	-	"JUST	A	GIRL"	EXCERPTS;	JONES	-	"CUTE,	REAL	CUTE"	EXCERPTS

9/14/2016
12PM
MIXTAPE	DAY	1

9/16/2016
3PM
IN	CLASS:	THE	1960s
READING:	GOFFMAN	-	"WILD	IN	THE	STREETS"

[JOB	&	INTERNSHIP	FAIR:	4:30	-	7:00	pm	in	CAMPUS	CENTER	201	] 3PM
IN	CLASS:	SUBCULTURE	PREHISTORY
READING:	WATCH	WOLF	-	TEENAGE
DUE:	ZINE	PAGE	6—HOW	DID	SOCIAL	GROUPINGS	HAPPEN	IN	HIGH	SCHOOL?

9/19/2016
3PM
IN	CLASS:	THE	1970s;	ZINES
DUE:	ZINE	PAGE	7—EDITED	INTERVIEW	WITH	SOMEONE	WHO	EXPERIENCED	THE	1970s,	
ADDRESSING	HOW	THE	CULTURE	AROUND	THEM	CHANGED	OVER	THE	DECADE

9/21/2016
12PM
COMMON	HOUR:	STUDY	ABROAD	OPPORTUNITIES	(MEET	AT	TEXTOR	102)

9/23/2016
3PM
IN	CLASS:	SUBCULTURE	PRESENTATIONS	pt.	2

3PM
IN	CLASS:	SUBCULTURE	PRESENTATIONS	pt.	1

UNIT	3:	ACTUAL	PUNK	HISTORY	AND	METHODS
9/26/2016
3PM
IN	CLASS:	UK	PUNK	pt.	1
READING:	THOMPSON	-	PUNK	PRODUCTIONS,	17-32.

9/28/2016
12PM
ASSEMBLING	THE	FIRST	CLASS	ZINE!

9/30/2016
3PM
IN	CLASS:	UK	PUNK	pt.	3
DUE:	ZINE	PAGE	8—250-WORD	BRIEF	ON	A	UK	PUNK	ACT	1975-1985

3PM
IN	CLASS:	UK	PUNK	pt.	2
READING:	SAVAGE	-	ENGLAND'S	DREAMING	EXCERPT

10/3/2016
3PM
IN	CLASS:	US	PUNK	pt.	1
READING:	McNEIL/McCAIN	-	PLEASE	KILL	ME	EXCERPT;	THOMPSON	-	PUNK	
PRODUCTIONS,	10-17

10/5/2016
12PM
MIXTAPE	DAY	2

10/7/2016
3PM
IN	CLASS:	POSTPUNK	AS	A	DIASPORA
READING:	REYNOLDS	-	RIP	IT	UP	AND	START	AGAIN	EXCERPT
DUE:	ZINE	PAGE	9—250-WORD	BRIEF	ON	A	US	PUNK	ACT	1975-1985

3PM
IN	CLASS:	US	PUNK	pt.	2
READING:	THOMPSON	-	PUNK	PRODUCTIONS,	32-53;	KUHN	-	SOBER	LIVING	FOR	THE	
REVOLUTION	EXCERPTS
[MAJORS	&	MINORS	FAIR:	5:00	-	7:00	pm	in	EMERSON	SUITES]

10/10/2016
3PM
IN	CLASS:	DÉTOURNEMENT	pt.	1
READING:	HEBDIGE	-	SUBCULTURE	EXCERPT;	DEBORD/WOLMAN	-	"A	USER'S	GUIDE	TO	
DÉTOURNEMENT"	

10/12/2016
12PM
COMMON	HOUR:	IC	NATURAL	LANDS	TOUR

10/14/2016

NO	CLASS—FALL	BREAK
GET	OFF	CAMPUS;	DO	SOMETHING	YOU'VE	NEVER	DONE	BEFORE

3PM
IN	CLASS:	DÉTOURNEMENT	pt.	2
DUE:	ZINE	PAGE	10—ART	THAT	DETOURNS,	WITH	CRITICAL	NOTES



UNIT	4:	GETTING	CREATIVE

10/17/2016
3PM
IN	CLASS:	MIDTERM	ESSAY	DRAFTING

10/19/2016
12PM
ASSEMBLING	THE	SECOND	CLASS	ZINE!

10/21/2016
3PM
IN	CLASS:	GALLERY	FOLLOW-UP	&	VISUAL	ART

3PM
IN	CLASS:	HANDWERKER	GALLERY	VISIT
DUE:	MIDTERM	ESSAY

10/24/2016
3PM
IN	CLASS:	SONGWRITING—GOING	BIG
DUE:	ZINE	PAGE	11—FIVE	BIG	SONG	IDEAS,	EACH	STATED	CONCISELY;	FIVE	
PERSONAL/SMALL	IDEAS,	EACH	STATED	CONCISELY

10/26/2016
12PM
COMMON	HOUR:	HONORS	PROGRAM	MEETING

10/28/2016
3PM
IN	CLASS:	SONGWRITING	INTERVIEW

3PM
IN	CLASS:	SONGWRITING—GOING	PERSONAL
READING:	WATCH	MOODYSSON	-	WE	ARE	THE	BEST!

10/31/2016
3PM
IN	CLASS:	SONG	PERFORMANCES
DUE:	ZINE	PAGE	12—SONGS

11/2/2016
12PM
COMMON	HOUR:	MEDITATION

11/4/2016
3PM
PUNK	FEST	—	TBA

3PM
IN	CLASS:	PUNKFEST	PREP	AND	REVIEW	PROPOSAL

11/7/2016
3PM
IN	CLASS:	PUNKFEST	FOLLOW-UP
DUE:	ZINE	PAGE	13	PUNKFEST	REVIEW

11/9/2016
12PM
MIXTAPE	DAY	3

11/11/2016
3PM
IN	CLASS:	PUNK	AS	METAPHOR
READING:	DEBORD	-	"THEORY	OF	THE	DÉRIVE"
DUE:	ZINE	PAGE	14—GETTING	WEIRD

3PM
IN	CLASS:	REPURPOSING	SPACE

UNIT	5:	PUNK	BEYOND	PUNK

11/14/2016
3PM
IN	CLASS:	HONORS	READING	AND	PUNK	CRITIQUE
READING:	DELBANCO	-	COLLEGE
DUE:	ZINE	PAGE	15—DÉRIVE	WRITEUP

11/16/2016
12PM
COMMON	HOUR:	HONORS	PROGRAM	MEETING

11/18/2016
3PM
IN	CLASS:	PUNKING	IDENTITY	pt.	1
READING:	LANIER	-	"THE	NOOSPHERE";	HORNING	-	"GOOGLE	ALERT	FOR	THE	SOUL"
DUE:	ZINE	PAGE	16—REDESIGN	COLLEGE

3PM
IN	CLASS:	PUNK	EDUCATION,	feat.	GUESTS
READING:	FURNESS	-	PUNKADEMICS	EXCERPT

11/21/2016

NO	CLASS—THANKSGIVING	BREAK
GO	HOME	AND	SEE	YOUR	OLD	FRIENDS

11/23/2016

NO	CLASS—THANKSGIVING	BREAK
BE	AT	HOME;	IS	IT	THE	SAME	AS	BEFORE	YOU	CAME	TO	ITHACA?

11/25/2016

NO	CLASS—THANKSGIVING	BREAK
WHAT	ARE	YOU	THANKFUL	FOR,	AND	WHAT	ARE	SOME	ALTERNATIVES	TO	IT?

11/28/2016
3PM
IN	CLASS:	PUNK'S	SHORTCOMINGS
READING:	DOUGLAS	"THE	ONLY	BLACK	GUY	AT	THE	INDIE	ROCK	SHOW"

11/30/2016
12PM
ASSEMBLING	THE	THIRD	CLASS	ZINE!

12/2/2016
3PM
IN	CLASS:	DOES	PUNKING	EVERYTHING	DILUTE	PUNK?
READING:	RODERICK.	"PUNK	ROCK	IS	BULLSHIT."

3PM
IN	CLASS:	PUNKING	THE	CORPORATE	/	CORPARATIZING	PUNK
READING:	CARR	-	"LEADER	OF	THE	BLACK	PARADE"

12/5/2016
3PM
IN	CLASS:	PUNKING	IDENTITY	pt.	2
READING:	TRON	-	"I	WAS	A	SUSPECTED	SCHOOL	SHOOTER";	BORNSTEIN	-	HELLO	CRUEL	
WORLD	EXCERPTS
DUE:	ZINE	PAGE	16—GOALS	AND	STEPS

12/7/2016
12PM
MIXTAPE	DAY	4

12/9/2016
3PM

WHATEVER	YOU	WANT

3PM
IN	CLASS:	ZINE	PASS-AROUND,	EVALUATIONS,	MUSIC	LISTENING
DUE:	UPLOADED	PORTFOLIO

FINAL	PROJECT	DUE	VIA	EMAIL	10PM,	DEC.	16


